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Abstract
This paper introduces a new computational framework for the analysis of
large strain fast solid dynamics. The paper builds upon previous work pub-
lished by the authors (Gil et al., 2014) [1], where a first order system of hyper-
bolic equations is introduced for the simulation of isothermal elastic materials
in terms of the linear momentum, the deformation gradient and its Jacobian
as unknown variables. In this work, the formulation is further enhanced
with four key novelties. First, the use of a new geometric conservation law
for the co-factor of the deformation leads to an enhanced mixed formulation,
advantageous in those scenarios where the co-factor plays a dominant role.
Second, the use of polyconvex strain energy functionals enables the defini-
tion of generalised convex entropy functions and associated entropy fluxes for
solid dynamics problems. Moreover, the introduction of suitable conjugate
entropy variables enables the derivation of a symmetric system of hyperbolic
equations, dual of that expressed in terms of conservation variables. Third,
the use of a new tensor cross product greatly facilitates the algebraic manipu-
lations of expressions involving the co-factor of the deformation. Fourth, the
development of a stabilised Petrov-Galerkin framework is presented for both
systems of hyperbolic equations, that is, when expressed in terms of either
conservation or entropy variables. As an example, a polyconvex Mooney-
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Rivlin material is used and, for completeness, the eigen-structure of the re-
sulting system of equations is studied to guarantee the existence of real wave
speeds. Finally, a series of numerical examples is presented in order to assess
the robustness and accuracy of the new mixed methodology, benchmarking it
against an ample spectrum of alternative numerical strategies, including im-
plicit multi-field Fraeijs de Veubeke-Hu-Washizu variational type approaches
and explicit cell and vertex centred Finite Volume schemes.
Keywords: Large strain elasticity, Polyconvex elasticity, Conservation
laws, Entropy variables, Stabilised finite elements, Petrov-Galerkin
1. Introduction
Traditional displacement-based finite element formulations [2–4] are typ-
ically employed when simulating complex engineering large strain transient
problems. Linear tetrahedral elements tend to be preferred due to the matu-
rity of the existing unstructured mesh generators [5]. However, this approach
presents a number of well-known shortcomings, namely, a reduced order of
convergence for strains and stresses [6, 7], poor performance in nearly in-
compressible bending dominated scenarios [8–10] and numerical instabilities
in the form of shear locking, volumetric locking and spurious hydrostatic
pressure fluctuations [11–13]. In addition, displacement-based methods used
in conjunction with Newmark-type time integrators [14] have a tendency
to introduce high frequency noise and accuracy is degraded once numerical
artificial damping is employed [15–19].
Some of these numerical difficulties can be addressed with the use of high
order approaches [20–22]. However, the increase in the number of integration
points can drastically reduce the computational efficiency of these schemes in
comparison with low order approaches, especially when complex constitutive
laws are of interest (e.g. visco-elasticity, visco-plasticity).
Significant work has been undertaken to develop effective linear tetra-
hedral formulations for solid mechanics. Multi-field Fraeijs de Veubeke-Hu-
Washizu (FdVHW) type variational principles [23] are among them, where
independent kinematic descriptions are used for the volumetric and devia-
toric contributions of the deformation, such as the conventional mean dilata-
tion method [24]. Unfortunately, the latter approach cannot be employed
with linear tetrahedral elements and it is typical to resort to some form of
projection to reduce the number of volumetric constraints [24–33].
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The very first family of nodally integrated tetrahedral elements was for-
mulated by Bonet and Burton [34]. The resulting methodology performed
extremely well in nearly incompressible impact problems but was found to
behave poorly in bending dominated scenarios. Since then, numerous at-
tempts have been reported at improving the robustness of the formulation
[9, 10, 13, 35]. However, resulting approaches suffer from artificial mecha-
nisms similar to hourglassing unless some form of stabilisation is used [13, 36–
40].
Reference [41] presented a stabilised Petrov-Galerkin (PG) mixed formu-
lation using Galerkin Least Squares stabilisation for the analysis of the Stokes
problem, with equal order of interpolation for velocity and pressure. The
formulation circumvents the Ladyzenskaya-Babuska-Brezzi (LBB) condition
ensuring both numerical stability and optimal convergence. This approach
has been extended to linear tetrahedral elements in the context of elastostat-
ics [13, 42–46]. However, the development of an effective linear tetrahedral
formulation in the range of large strain dynamics still remains an open issue
[1, 47, 48].
To overcome all the shortcomings mentioned above, a mixed methodology
was introduced where the linear momentum p and the deformation gradient
F were treated as primary variables of a new mixed approach in the form
of a system of conservation laws [8, 49–52]. The two-field formulation was
recently augmented by incorporating a new conservation law for the Jacobian
of the deformation J [53, 54] to effectively solve bending dominated nearly
incompressible deformations [1, 55, 56]. Moreover, the formulation was also
extended to account for truly incompressible materials utilising a fractional
step approach [57–60] to circumvent the volumetric wave speed constraint.
One of the key novelties in this paper is the new use of a tensor cross
product operation, along with its associated algebra [46], presented for the
first time in Reference [61], page 76, which greatly simplifies the notation
and enables the introduction of a new conservation equation for the area
map tensorH (co-factor of the deformation gradient). This new geometrical
conservation law is then solved along with those already described by the
authors in previous publications [1, 8, 49, 50, 52], yielding a more general
computational framework.
The enhanced mixed methodology is formulated in the form of a system
of first order conservation laws [62, 63], where the linear momentum p con-
servation equation is now supplemented with three geometric conservation
laws for the minors of the deformation tensor (i.e. one for the deformation
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gradient F , one for the area map H and one for the Jacobian of the de-
formation J). Crucially, and in line with the pioneering work of Hughes et
al. [64] in the context of Computational Fluid Dynamics, the consideration
of polyconvex energy functionals in nonlinear elasticity [65–71] enables the
definition of a generalised convex entropy function (and associated entropy
flux).
This innovative idea facilitates the transformation of the system of con-
servation laws into a symmetric set of hyperbolic equations when expressed
in terms of the entropy conjugates of the conservation variables. This guar-
antees the existence of real wave speeds, and hence material stability, due
to the fact that the Hessian operator is positive definite [45, 46]. Moreover,
the formulation in terms of entropy variables can lead to alternative forms
of stabilisation as presented in [72].
This paper is the first one in a series aiming to further explore the use of
a first order hyperbolic system of conservation laws in the context of large
strain fast dynamics. The outline of the present paper is as follows. In
section 2, we start by introducing a new tensor cross product which greatly
simplifies the definition of the area map tensor (co-factor of the deformation).
A full set of total Lagrangian conservation laws, in the form of a system of
first order hyperbolic equations, as well as the definition of a polyconvex
energy functional are presented in section 3. In section 4, the considera-
tion of polyconvexity enables the symmetrisation of the hyperbolic system
with an appropriate change of variables, from the conservation variables to
its entropy conjugate counterparts. As an example, the eigenvalue structure
of a Mooney-Rivlin model is also presented. In section 5, a new variation-
ally consistent Petrov-Galerkin (PG) stabilisation methodology (a particular
case of Variational Multi-Scale method [73]) for both conservation and en-
tropy variables is derived. This section ends with the description of the
Runge-Kutta time integrator employed and the PG entropy-based stabilisa-
tion particularised for one and two dimensional scenarios. In section 6, a
series of numerical examples are presented to assess the robustness of the
mixed formulations and to draw some comparisons against previous results
published by the authors [1, 8, 46, 50, 52]. Finally, section 7 presents some
concluding remarks and current directions of research.
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2. Definitions and notation
2.1. Motion and deformation
Consider the three dimensional deformation of an elastic body moving
from its initial configuration occupying a volume V , of boundary ∂V , into
a current configuration at time t occupying volume v, see Figure 1. The
standard notation and definitions for the deformation gradient F and its
determinant J are used:
F =
∂x
∂X
=∇0x; J = detF =
dv
dV
(1)
where x represents the current position of a particle originally at X and ∇0
denotes the gradient with respect to material coordinates. Time derivatives
or virtual variations of x will be denoted v and δv, respectively, and will
satisfy appropriate boundary conditions in ∂uV . Additionally, the body is
under the action of certain body forces per unit undeformed volume f 0 and
traction per unit undeformed area t0 in ∂tV , where ∂tV ∪ ∂uV = ∂V and
∂tV ∩ ∂uV = ∅.
The element of area vector is mapped from initial dA to final da configura-
tion by means of the two-point tensorH , which is related to the deformation
gradient via Nanson’s rule [11, 74]:
da =HdA; H = JF−T . (2)
The components of this tensor are the order 2 minors of the deformation
gradient and it is often referred to as the co-factor or adjoint tensor. This
tensor and its time derivative will feature heavily in the formulation that
follows as it is a key variable for polyconvex elastic models. Its evaluation
and, more importantly, the evaluation of its time derivative using equation
(2)2 is not ideal, and a more convenient formula can be derived for three
dimensional applications. This relies on the use of a tensor cross product
operation, presented for the first time in Reference [61], page 76, but included
in Appendix A for completeness.
2.2. Alternative expressions for the area and volume maps
Using the property in Appendix A, equation (A.17), it is now possible
to express the area map tensor H as:
H =
1
2
F F . (3)
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Figure 1: Deformation mapping of a continuum and associated kinematics
magnitudes: F ,H , J .
It is also possible to derive alternative expressions for both H and J .
For instance, combining equation (3) and equation (1) and noting that the
derivatives of F are second derivatives of x and, therefore symmetric, gives,
after simple use of the product rule:
H =
1
2
CURL(x F ) (4)
where the material CURL of a second order two-point tensor is defined in
the usual fashion by:
(CURLA)iI = EIJK ∂AiK
∂XJ
. (5)
It is clear from equation (4) that the material divergence of H vanishes,
as does the material CURL of F , that is:
DIVH = 0; CURLF = 0 (6)
where the material divergence is defined by the contraction:
(DIVA)i =
∂AiI
∂XI
. (7)
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Combining equations (1)1 and (3) and alternative equation for J emerges
as:
J =
1
3
H :∇0x =
1
3
DIV(HTx). (8)
In the context of the conservation laws that will be developed in the
following sections, equations (6) represent two sets of involutions [75, 76] or
constraints that need to be satisfied by the conservation variables.
3. Total Lagrangian conservation laws
3.1. General remarks
The aim of this section is to express the equations of large strain solid dy-
namics in the form of a set of global conservation laws for a set of conservation
variables U = [Uα] with fluxes F = [FαI ] and source term S = [Sα], where
α = 1, . . . , n represents the set of unknowns and I = 1, 2, 3 the reference
coordinates. Global conservation laws are generally expressed as:
d
dt
∫
V
U dV +
∫
∂V
F dA =
∫
V
S dV. (9)
Note that V in the above integrals represents an arbitrary Lagrangian
volume fixed in the initial reference configuration. This need not coincide
with the actual entire volume of the moving body. For smooth functions, this
integral expression is equivalent to the set of first order differential equations:
∂U
∂t
+DIVF = S. (10)
In addition, for discontinuous solutions the integral conservation law also
leads to the following jump conditions across a discontinuity surface with
normal N moving with speed U [50, 77, 78]:
U
r
U
③
=
r
F
③
N (11)
where the notation
r
φ
③
= (φ+ − φ−) is used to denote the jump of a vari-
able across a moving discontinuity surface. It is often convenient to express
equation (10) in the quasi-linear form:
∂U
∂t
+AI
∂U
∂XI
= S ; AI = [Aαβ]I = ∂F I
∂U
, (12)
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where F I denotes the columns of the flux matrix and, in general, the square
n× n matrices AI (with α, β = 1, . . . , n) will not be symmetric.
Alternatively, the flux matrix F defined in (10) can be expressed as
F = F I ⊗EI ; E1 =

 10
0

 ; E2 =

 01
0

 ; E3 =

 00
1

 . (13)
3.2. Conservation of mass and momentum
For Lagrangian formulations conservation of mass is simply stated by
d
dt
∫
V
ρ0 dV = 0. (14)
This simply implies that the initial density of the material ρ0 is constant and
therefore does not need to be considered as part of the vector of problem
unknowns U .
Global conservation of linear momentum p = ρ0v is established for any
arbitrary Lagrangian volume V by:
d
dt
∫
V
p dV =
∫
∂V
t0 dA+
∫
V
f 0 dV, (15)
where f 0 represents a body force per unit undeformed volume and t0 the
traction vector associated with the initial normal N . Assuming the exis-
tence of a first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor P such that the traction vector
associated with the initial area with normal N is t0 = PN , the equivalent
local equilibrium equation and jump condition can be written as:
∂p
∂t
−DIVP = f 0; U
r
p
③
= −
r
P
③
N . (16)
In general, the first Piola-Kirchhoff stresses are a function of the defor-
mation gradient F , temperature and a set of state variables that describe,
for instance, the accumulated plastic deformation. This paper considers only
the case of isothermal elasticity, although the extension to elastoplasticity
or viscoelasticity is straightforward [8, 50, 52]. Under such conditions, the
Piola-Kirchhoff stress is derived from an elastic potential function Ψ(F ) as:
P (F ) =
∂Ψ
∂F
. (17)
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In general, the strain energy functional Ψ(F ) is not convex in F and,
therefore, the resulting stress-strain relationship is not one-to-one. This im-
plies that given a stress tensor P it is not possible to determine the corre-
sponding deformation gradient F and, therefore, it will not be possible to use
this stress tensor as a suitable conjugate entropy variable to the deformation
gradient. In order to overcome this, it is necessary to introduce constitutive
laws defined by means of a polyconvex elastic strain energy.
3.3. Constitutive laws: Polyconvex elasticity
Polyconvexity [65–68, 79] is now well accepted as a fundamental mathe-
matical requirement that must be satisfied by admissible strain energy func-
tions used to describe elastic materials in large strain regime. Essentially,
the strain energy Ψ per unit undeformed volume must be a function of the
deformation gradient F via a convex multi-valued function W [62] as:
Ψ(F ) = W (F ,H , J) (18)
where W is convex with respect to its 19 variables, namely, J and the 3× 3
components of F and H . Moreover, invariance with respect to rotations
in the material configuration implies that W must be independent of the
rotational components of F and H . This is typically achieved by ensuring
that W depends on F and H via the symmetric tensors C = F TF and
G = HTH , respectively. In fact, for isotropic materials, this dependency
can be further simplified through the use of invariants and the observation
that:
IC = F : F ; IIC =H :H ; IIIC = J
2. (19)
For example, a general compressible Mooney-Rivlin material can be de-
scribed by an energy function of the type:
WMR = αF : F + βH :H + f(J) (20)
where α and β are positive material parameters and f denotes a convex
function of J . It is therefore clear that WMR is convex with respect to all of
its 19 variables. The case β = 0 gives the simpler compressible Neo-Hookean
modelWNH , which is convex in F and J alone without the need to introduce
H as a separate independent variable.
The condition of vanishing energy at the initial reference configuration
can be established by ensuring that f(1) = −3(α + β) or by adding an
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appropriate constant to WMR. Doing this, however, has no practical effect
on the resulting formulation as this will be driven by derivatives of the strain
energy. However, appropriate values for α and β and suitable functions f(J)
must be such that, at the initial configuration, the stress vanishes and the
usual linear elasticity tensor in terms of the Lame´ coefficients λ and µ is
recovered. This leads to the following set of conditions [46]:
f ′(1) = −2(α + 2β)
f ′′(1) = λ+ 2α
µ = 2(α + β).
(21)
A commonly used convex expression for f(J) that satisfies these require-
ments is:
f(J) = −4βJ − 2αlnJ + λ
2
(J − 1)2 . (22)
In particular, for the Neo-Hookean case α and β become µ
2
and 0, respec-
tively.
The three strain measures F ,H and J have work conjugate stresses ΣF ,
ΣH and ΣJ defined by [45, 46, 62, 63]:
ΣF (F ,H , J) =
∂W
∂F
; ΣH(F ,H , J) =
∂W
∂H
; ΣJ(F ,H , J) =
∂W
∂J
.
(23)
For instance, for the case of a Mooney-Rivlin material, with the aid of
equation (20), these stresses become:
ΣF = 2αF ; ΣH = 2βH ; ΣJ = f
′(J). (24)
By comparing the time derivative of the strain energy defined in terms
of Ψ (18) to the time derivative of W and using the properties of the tensor
cross product shown in Appendix A, it is possible to relate the conjugate
stresses defined in equation (23) to the standard first Piola-Kirchhoff stress
tensor as:
P : F˙ = Ψ˙(F )
= W˙ (F ,H , J)
= ΣF : F˙ +ΣH : H˙ + ΣJ J˙
= ΣF : F˙ +ΣH :
(
F F˙
)
+ ΣJH : F˙
= (ΣF +ΣH F + ΣJH) : F˙ .
(25)
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This leads to the following relationship [46]:
P = ΣF +ΣH F + ΣJH . (26)
For instance, for the simple compressible Mooney-Rivlin material defined
above, this expression becomes:
P = 2αF + 2β (H F ) + f ′(J)H . (27)
The convexity of the function W (F ,H , J) with respect to its variables
ensures that the relationships between {F ,H , J} and {ΣF ,ΣH ,ΣJ} is one-
to-one and invertible. It is therefore possible to define a complementary
energy function by means of the Legendre transform [80] as:
Υ(ΣF ,ΣH ,ΣJ) = max{F ,H,J}
{ΣF : F +ΣH :H + ΣJJ −W (F ,H , J)} (28)
which defines the reverse constitutive relationship as:
F (ΣF ,ΣH ,ΣJ) =
∂Υ
∂ΣF
; H(ΣF ,ΣH ,ΣJ) =
∂Υ
∂ΣH
; J(ΣF ,ΣH ,ΣJ) =
∂Υ
∂ΣJ
.
(29)
Often it is necessary to derive expressions for the symmetric Cauchy and
Kirchhoff stresses (i.e. σ and τ respectively) as these stresses are needed
to express plasticity models [74] or simply to display solution results. Such
expressions can be easily derived from the standard relationship between
these tensors [11, 74, 81]:
Jσ = τ = PF T . (30)
Substituting the definition of Piola P (26) into (30) and the use of
HF T = JI gives
Jσ = τ = ΣFF
T + (ΣH F )F
T + JΣJI. (31)
The second term on the right hand side of the expression above can be
transformed with the aid of (A.18) by taking A = J−1ΣHH
T , B = I and
C = F (see property A.17) to give:
(ΣH F )F
T =
(
ΣHH
T
)
I. (32)
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Thus the expression for the Kirchhoff stresses as:
Jσ = τ = ΣFF
T +
(
ΣHH
T
)
I + JΣJI. (33)
Alternatively, introducing the notation:
τF = ΣFF
T ; τH = ΣHH
T ; τJ = JΣJ (34)
gives,
Jσ = τ = τF + τH I + τJI. (35)
3.4. Conservation of deformation gradient
Traditional displacement based solid mechanics formulations evaluate the
deformation gradient F by taking the gradient of the current geometry using
equation (1)1 [10, 34, 37]. However, this approach leads to a formulation
that is second order in time for x in which strains and stresses converge at
a rate one order lower than the geometry or displacement. The formulation
proposed here is based on deriving independent first order conservation laws
for the strain variables [49–51, 55]. In order to evaluate global and local
conservation laws for F , note first that integrating equation (1)1 over an
arbitrary reference volume and using the Gauss theorem gives:∫
V
F dV =
∫
V
∇0x dV =
∫
∂V
x⊗ dA. (36)
Differentiating with respect to time gives a global conservation law for
the deformation gradient as:
d
dt
∫
V
F dV =
∫
∂V
v ⊗ dA. (37)
The corresponding local differential equation and jump condition are:
∂F
∂t
−DIV
(
1
ρ0
p⊗ I
)
= 0; U
r
F
③
= −
s
1
ρ0
p
④
⊗N . (38)
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3.5. Conservation of area map
A similar conservation law can be derived for the area map tensorH . For
this purpose, note first that integrating equation (4) over a reference volume
gives: ∫
V
H dV = −
∫
∂V
1
2
x F N dA. (39)
Differentiating this expression with respect to time and noting that F =
∇0x gives, after some algebraic manipulation, a global conservation law for
the area map as:
d
dt
∫
V
H dV =
∫
∂V
F (v ⊗ dA) . (40)
This expression is equivalent to a local conservation law for H and jump
condition given by:
∂H
∂t
−CURL
(
1
ρ0
p F
)
= 0; U
r
H
③
= −F
(s
1
ρ0
p
④
⊗N
)
. (41)
3.6. Conservation of volume map
A final conservation law for the volume ratio J can be conveniently de-
rived by starting from the following “Updated Lagrangian” expression for
the rate of change of a moving volume v initially at V [73, 82, 83]:
d
dt
∫
v(V )
dv =
∫
∂v(V )
v · da. (42)
The total Lagrangian equivalent of the above equation is easily obtained
from the volume and area maps as:
d
dt
∫
V
J dV =
∫
∂V
H : (v ⊗ dA) . (43)
The following local conservation law and jump condition are derived from
the above global law:
∂J
∂t
−DIV
(
1
ρ0
HTp
)
= 0; U
r
J
③
= −H :
(s
1
ρ0
p
④
⊗N
)
. (44)
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3.7. Combined equations
Combining the results of the various sections above, a full set of first
order conservation laws (10) can be established with vector of variables U ,
flux vector F I and source terms S given by:
U =


p
F
H
J

 ; F I = −


PEI
1
ρ0
p⊗EI
F
(
1
ρ0
p⊗EI
)
H :
(
1
ρ0
p⊗EI
)

 ; S =


f 0
0
0
0

 . (45)
Notice that since F andH are 3× 3 tensors, the above notation must be
interpreted so that their components are incorporated into the 22×1 column
vector of unknowns U by placing their columns vertically underneath each
other. A corresponding arrangement is used for the 22 × 3 flux matrix F
and 22× 1 source term vector S. In order to avoid confusion, this combined
matrix notation will be avoided if possible in favour of using the individual
conservation laws for each component.
Inevitably, there is a significant amount of redundancy in the above set
of equations. This redundancy manifests itself via the involutions defined by
equation (6) or through expressions of the type F TH = JI. It is important
that the computational technique used to discretise the above system takes
into account these sets of involutions [51, 52]. References [8] and [1] have
considered the reduced systems where only F or F and J are included. These
have proved robust in most situations. In general, however, only the full
system is capable of being symmetrised when expressed in terms of conjugate
stress variables. The only exception to this statement takes place in the case
of material models such as the compressible Neo-Hookean for which the strain
energy can be expressed as a convex function of F and J alone. For such
cases the combined system becomes:
U =

 pF
J

 ; F I = −


(ΣF + ΣJHF )EI
1
ρ0
p⊗EI
H :
(
1
ρ0
p⊗EI
)

 ; S =

 f 00
0

 .
(46)
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In this expression the notationHF = (detF )F
−T indicates that the area
map tensor is evaluated directly from the deformation gradient F rather than
as an independent variable from its own conservation law.
4. Symmetrisation of the elastodynamics equations
4.1. General remarks
Quasi-linear first order hyperbolic systems can be symmetrised with an
appropriate change of variables [64], if there exists a convex generalised en-
tropy function S(U) and corresponding entropy flux Λ(U) such that in the
absence of source terms and for all admissible solutions,
∂S
∂t
+DIVΛ ≥ 0. (47)
The above inequality becomes an equality for smooth solutions in the
absence of dissipative effects such as viscosity or heat flow, which is the case
here. It is now possible to define a new set of conjugate entropy variables
V = ∂S
∂U
for which the conservation laws (12) become:
A0
∂V
∂t
+ A˜I
∂V
∂XI
= S. (48)
The symmetric system matrices A0 and A˜I are:
A0 =
∂U
∂V
=
[
∂2S
∂U∂U
]−1
; A˜I = AIA0 = A˜
T
I , (49)
and the entropy flux ΛI satisfies:
∂ΛI
∂U
= VTAI . (50)
Note also that pre-multiplying the expression (48) by A−10 and taking
advantage of the symmetry of A˜I gives a conjugate set of equations for the
entropy variables as:
∂V
∂t
+ATI
∂V
∂XI
= A−10 S. (51)
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Moreover, as presented in [72], given the symmetry and positive definite-
ness of A0 (i.e. S is a convex entropy function), it is possible to define the
following (non-unique) multiplicative decomposition A0 = LL
T , which after
substitution into (48) renders
L
T ∂V
∂t
+ AˆIL
T ∂V
∂XI
= L−1S; AˆI = L
−1
A˜IL
−T = AˆI
T
. (52)
Finally, in the case of a constant coefficient matrix L, above system (52) can
be re-written as a new symmetrised system of hyperbolic equations defined
by
∂W
∂t
+ AˆI
∂W
∂XI
= Sˆ (53)
where
V = L−TW ; S = L Sˆ. (54)
As presented in [72], in order to develop a correct multi-dimensional gener-
alisation of the Streamline Upwind Petrov-Galerkin (SUPG) for the system
(48), it is useful to first derive the SUPG-type formulation for the system
(53) and then map the answer back to (48) with the aid of the transformation
matrix L.
4.2. Conservation of energy and generalised convex entropy
In order to derive a suitable generalised entropy and entropy flux functions
for the elastodynamic system at hand, consider the following convex entropy
function defined by:
S(p,F ,H , J) =
1
2ρ0
p · p+W (F ,H , J) (55)
which clearly represents the kinetic and elastic energy per unit undeformed
volume. The corresponding flux vector can be easily shown to be given by
Λ = − 1
ρ0
P Tp. (56)
In order to prove this, note first that the conjugate entropy variables are
given by the derivatives of S as,
V =
∂S
∂U
=


v
ΣF
ΣH
ΣJ

 . (57)
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Multiplying each of the conservation laws ((10),(45)) by the correspond-
ing conjugate variables (57), and using the involution equations (6) for the
deformation gradient and its co-factor, gives:
∂S
∂t
= v · ∂p
∂t
+ΣF :
∂F
∂t
+ΣH :
∂H
∂t
+ ΣJ
∂J
∂t
= v ·DIVP +ΣF :∇0v +ΣH : CURL (v F ) + ΣJDIV
(
HTv
)
= v ·DIVP +ΣF :∇0v +ΣH : (F ∇0v) + ΣJH :∇0v
= v ·DIVP + (ΣF +ΣH F + ΣJH) :∇0v
= v ·DIVP + P :∇0v
= DIV
(
P Tv
)
.
(58)
This statement is in fact a simplified version of the energy conservation
law, or first law of thermodynamics, which, in the absence of the heat sources
and heat flow, is globally stated as:
d
dt
∫
V
E dV =
∫
∂V
t0 · v dA+
∫
V
f 0 · v dV (59)
where E denotes the total energy per unit undeformed volume. The local
version of this equation gives,
∂E
∂t
−DIV (P Tv) = f 0 · v. (60)
It is therefore clear that for the isothermal case under consideration, the
generalised entropy is simply the total energy per unit undeformed volume
minus the external energy component due to the body forces, that is, S =
E−f 0 ·x, coinciding with the notion of Hamiltonian per unit of undeformed
volume.
4.3. Symmetric hyperbolic equations for elastodynamics
With the definition of the conjugate entropy variables given above (57),
it is now possible to derive a symmetric quasi-linear system for the velocity
and conjugate stresses, as in (48). In order to do this, consider first the
linear momentum equation. This equation can now be transformed taking
advantage of the fact that the deformation gradient is curl free and the area
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map divergence free as follows:
f 0 = ρ0
∂v
∂t
−DIVP
= ρ0
∂v
∂t
−DIV (ΣF +ΣH F + ΣJH)
= ρ0
∂v
∂t
−DIVΣF + FΣ ×CURLΣH −HΣ∇0ΣJ ,
(61)
where the notations FΣ and HΣ have been used here to explicitly indicate
that these tensors are now being evaluated from the conjugate stresses using
the reverse constitutive relationships, namely FΣ = F (ΣF ,ΣH ,ΣJ) and
HΣ = H(ΣF ,ΣH ,ΣJ). For the Mooney-Rivlin model under consideration,
the stress-strain relationships are decoupled, resulting in FΣ =
1
2α
ΣF ,HΣ =
1
2β
ΣH .
The conservation laws for the strain measures can be easily transformed
into equivalent equations expressed in terms of the conjugate stresses. For
instance, the equation for the deformation gradient becomes,
1
2α
∂ΣF
∂t
−∇0v = 0. (62)
Similarly, the equation for the area map is transformed to give,
1
2β
∂ΣH
∂t
− FΣ ∇0v = 0. (63)
Note that for the Neo-Hookean case, where β = 0, the corresponding
conjugate stress ΣH = 0 and the above equation is not part of the system
as the generalised entropy S(p,F , J) is no longer a function of H . Finally
the volume rate equation becomes,
1
γ
∂ΣJ
∂t
−HΣ :∇0v = 0; 1
γ
=
dJ
dΣJ
=
∂2Υ
∂Σ2J
. (64)
For completeness, the matrix A0 (49) is presented below
A0 =


ρ0I 0 0 0
0 1
2α
I 0 0
0 0 1
2β
I 0
0 0 0 1
γ

 (65)
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with I the fourth order identity tensor. The combined set of symmetric
hyperbolic equations for the conjugate entropy variables, as in (48), can now
be written as:
ρ0
∂v
∂t
−DIVΣF + FΣ ×CURLΣH −HΣ∇0ΣJ = f 0
1
2α
∂ΣF
∂t
−∇0v = 0
1
2β
∂ΣH
∂t
− FΣ ∇0v = 0
1
γ
∂ΣJ
∂t
−HΣ :∇0v = 0.
(66)
The symmetric nature of this system is more easily appreciated using
indicial notation and rewriting the above set of equations as:
∂
∂t


ρ0vi
1
2α
[ΣF ]iJ
1
2β
[ΣH ]iJ
1
γ
ΣJ

−


03×3 δikδKI EijkEIJKFjJ HiI
δikδJI 03×3×3×3 03×3×3×3 03×3
EijkEJKIFjK 03×3×3×3 03×3×3×3 03×3
HkI 03×3 03×3 0

 ∂∂XI


vk
[ΣF ]kK
[ΣH ]kK
ΣJ

 =


f 0
0
0
0

 .
(67)
The above set of symmetric equations (66) for the entropy conjugate
variables can also be written in the transformed form (51) as:
∂v
∂t
− 1
ρ0
(DIVΣF − FΣ ×CURLΣH +HΣ∇0ΣJ) = 1
ρ0
f 0
∂ΣF
∂t
− 2α∇0v = 0
∂ΣH
∂t
− 2βFΣ ∇0v = 0
∂ΣJ
∂t
− γHΣ :∇0v = 0.
(68)
4.4. Eigenvalue structure
The eigenvalues or wave speeds and corresponding eigenvectors of the
above system can be determined by identifying possible plane wave solutions
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(in the absence of source terms) of the type:
V = V¯αφ(X ·N − cαt) = φ(X ·N − cαt)


v¯α
Σ¯
α
F
Σ¯
α
H
Σ¯αJ

 (69)
where cα are the wave speeds corresponding to the eigenmode V¯α andN the
direction of propagation. It is easy to show that the above expression for the
conjugate variables leads to an eigenvalue problem (refer to equation (48))
given by,
A˜N V¯α = cαA0V¯α; A˜N = A˜INI . (70)
Notice that the use of equations (12)1 or (53) can lead to alternative
representations of the eigenvalue problem as follows
AN U¯α = cαU¯α; AN = AINI (71a)
AˆNW¯α = cαW¯α; AˆN = AˆINI (71b)
with identical eigenvalues cα and eigenvectors related as follows
U¯α = A0V¯α = LW¯α. (72)
It is far simpler to deal with the resulting eigen-problem by considering
each individual component of this system. For this purpose, note first that
the time derivative, gradient, divergence and curl operators for the proposed
plane wave solution become,
∂V
∂t
= −cαV¯αφ′
∇0v = (v¯α ⊗N )φ′
DIVΣF =
(
Σ¯
α
FN
)
φ′
CURLΣH = −
(
Σ¯
α
H N
)
φ′
∇0ΣJ =
(
Σ¯αJN
)
φ′.
(73)
Using these expressions together with equations in (66) and the properties
of the vector and tensor cross products given in Appendix A, gives after some
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simple algebra:
− (Σ¯αF + F Σ¯αH + Σ¯αJH)N = ρ0cαv¯α
−2α (v¯α ⊗N ) = cαΣ¯αF
−2βF (v¯α ⊗N ) = cαΣ¯αH
−γ (v¯α ·HN ) = cαΣ¯αJ .
(74)
As a consequence of the high level of redundancy in the system of equa-
tions being considered, only 6 wave speeds are different from zero. These can
be readily identified by substituting the last three equations for the conju-
gate stresses into the first one to give an eigenvalue problem for the velocity
component alone as:
2αv¯α + γHN (v¯α ·HN ) + 2β [F (F (v¯α ⊗N ))]N = ρ0c2αv¯α. (75)
The double tensor cross product term can be simplified by repeated use of
the third order alternating tensor product expression EijkElmk = δilδjm−δimδjl
and noting that:
I −N ⊗N = T 1 ⊗ T 1 + T 2 ⊗ T 2 (76)
where I is the identity matrix and T 1,2 denote an arbitrary pair of orthogonal
unit vectors on the reference propagation plane with normal N . With the
help of these expressions the eigenvalue problem becomes:
2αv¯α + γΛ
2
An(v¯α · n) + 2β
(
Λ2T v¯α −ΛT v¯α
)
= ρ0cαv¯α (77)
where the following notation has been used:
ΛAn =HN
Λ2A =HN ·HN
ΛT = FT 1 ⊗ FT 1 + FT 2 ⊗ FT 2
Λ2T = FT 1 · FT 1 + FT 2 · FT 2 = trΛT .
(78)
Note that by construction n is a unit vector orthogonal to the vec-
tors FT 1,2 which lie on the propagation surface. The first set of eigen-
vectors/eigenvalues corresponding to p-waves is obtained by taking v¯ = n to
give,
c1,2 = ±
√
2α + 2βΛ2T + γΛ
2
A
ρ0
. (79)
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The associated eigenvectors are obtained from equation (74) to give:
V¯1,2 =


n
− 2α
c1,2
n⊗N
− 2β
c1,2
F (n⊗N )
− γ
c1,2
n ·HN

 . (80)
The next four eigenvalues correspond to shear waves where the vibration
takes place on the propagation plane. The corresponding velocity vectors are
orthogonal to n and in the directions of the unit eigenvectors {t1, t2} of the
rank two tensor ΛT . The wave speeds are given by:
c3,4 = ±
√
2α + 2β (Λ2T − λ21)
ρ0
; c5,6 = ±
√
2α + 2β (Λ2T − λ22)
ρ0
(81)
where λ21,2 are the eigenvalues of ΛT , that is:
ΛT = λ
2
1t1 ⊗ t1 + λ22t2 ⊗ t2. (82)
The corresponding eigenvectors are given by:
V¯3,4 =


t1
− 2α
c3,4
t1 ⊗N
− 2β
c3,4
F (t1 ⊗N )
0

 ; V¯5,6 =


t2
− 2α
c5,6
t2 ⊗N
− 2β
c5,6
F (t2 ⊗N )
0

 . (83)
The remainder of the eigenvalues of the system (74) are zero and have
null associated velocity component. The stress components {Σ¯αF , Σ¯αH , Σ¯αJ}
of their associated eigenvectors satisfy the vector condition:(
Σ¯
α
F + F Σ¯
α
H + Σ¯
α
JH
)
N = 0. (84)
This represents three linear conditions for 19 stress variables, thereby
giving a null subspace of dimension 16 to complete the 6 real wave speeds
derived above.
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5. Finite element implementation
The set of equations described above can be discretised in a variety of
different ways. Integral conservation laws will be useful for cell based finite
volume type of approximation [50–52, 84] whereas the local equations for the
conservation variables or the entropy variables are typically discretised using
stabilised Petrov-Galerkin finite element techniques [1, 8]. Some possible
implementations of these techniques are described in the section below but
reader should also refer to the numerous works by other authors in this field
[8, 72, 83, 85–95].
5.1. General remarks
Consider a standard finite element partition of the domain into a set
of elements. Inside each element the problem variables (i.e. U or V) are
interpolated in terms of a set of shape functions NUa or N
V
a as:
p =
np∑
a=1
paN
p
a ; F =
nF∑
a=1
F aN
F
a ; . . . ; ΣF =
nΣF∑
a=1
ΣaFN
ΣF
a (85)
where a denotes the nodes or other degrees of freedom used in the interpola-
tion of the above variables. In general, different interpolations can be (and
are often) used to describe different variables. However, the same interpola-
tion space will be used for conjugate pairs.
The residualR of each conservation law can either be expressed in terms
of conservation variables, namely R =R(U)
R =


Rp
RF
RH
RJ


=


∂p
∂t
−DIVP − f 0
∂F
∂t
−DIV
(
1
ρ0
p⊗ I
)
∂H
∂t
−CURL
(
1
ρ0
p F
)
∂J
∂t
−DIV
(
1
ρ0
HTp
)


(86)
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or their entropy conjugates, namely R =R(V), as:
R =


Rp
RF
RH
RJ


=


ρ0
∂v
∂t
−DIVΣF + FΣ ×CURLΣH −HΣ∇0ΣJ − f 0
1
2α
∂ΣF
∂t
−∇0v
1
2β
∂ΣH
∂t
− FΣ ∇0v
1
γ
∂ΣJ
∂t
−HΣ :∇0v


.
(87)
A standard Galerkin approximation of the elasto-dynamics equations is
established by the integral condition:∫
V
δVTR dV =
∫
V
(δv ·Rp + δΣF :RF + δΣH :RH + δΣJRJ) dV = 0
(88)
for all δV = [δv, δΣF , δΣH , δΣJ ]
T compatible with the boundary conditions.
Remark 1: Note that, whether conservation U or entropy variables V are
used in order to represent the residual equations (i.e. R(U) or R(V)), it
is critical that each residual component is weighted by the appropriate vir-
tual conjugate variable δV in order to ensure that the physical units of the
products are compatible and can be added together. Crucially [64], this
also ensures that the numerical procedure inherits the entropy production
inequality of the continuum system for both conservation and entropy vari-
ables, as can be easily observed by choosing the actual values of the conjugate
variables as virtual weights in the above expression.
In the Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) community, a transforma-
tion to non-dimensional variables, instead of entropy variables, is often used.
In particular, a set of dimensionless conservation variables U¯ is defined via
a linear transformation U¯ = A¯0U where A¯0 is a diagonal matrix of appro-
priate physical constants that render the system dimensionless. The term∫
V
δU¯
T
R¯ dV is well defined (i.e. all its contributions are dimensionless) but
will not preserve the entropy production properties of the continuum.
The use of conservation variables in equation (88) is typically accompa-
nied by an integration by parts of the divergence of the flux operator. This
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gives:
0 =
∫
V
δVTR dV
=
∫
V
δVT
(
∂U
∂t
+DIVF − S
)
dV
=
∫
V
δVT
∂U
∂t
dV +
∫
∂V
δVTF INI dA−
∫
V
F I
∂δV
∂XI
dV −
∫
V
δVTS dV.
(89)
The individual components of this equation (89) correspond to the prin-
ciple of virtual work for the case of the linear momentum equation:∫
V
δv · ∂p
∂t
dV =
∫
∂tV
δv · tB dA+
∫
V
δv · f 0 dV −
∫
V
P :∇0δv dV (90)
whereas the three geometric conservation laws are now re-expressed as:∫
V
δΣF :
∂F
∂t
dV =
∫
∂uV
vB · δΣFN dA−
∫
V
1
ρ0
p ·DIV(δΣF ) dV∫
V
δΣH :
∂H
∂t
dV = −
∫
∂uV
(vB F N ) : δΣH dA+
∫
V
(
1
ρ0
p F
)
: CURL(δΣH) dV∫
V
δΣJ
∂J
∂t
dV =
∫
∂uV
(vB ·HN ) δΣJ dA−
∫
V
1
ρ0
p ·H∇0(δΣJ) dV.
(91)
In these expressions, the velocity and traction at the boundary, namely
vB and tB, respectively, can either be directly obtained from boundary con-
ditions or through an appropriate Riemann solver [77, 96]. The main advan-
tage of integrating by parts as shown above is to enable the imposition of
the boundary conditions via boundary fluxes. This is indeed useful for the
momentum equation (90) as it introduces naturally the boundary tractions,
but less so in the case of geometric conservation laws (91). In addition, un-
less inter-element jumps are correctly taken into account, this integration by
parts implies the use of C0 continuous shape functions for the strains and
stresses.
Alternatively, if only the linear momentum law is integrated by parts,
it is possible to choose interpolation spaces for strains and stresses that are
discontinuous across element boundaries, thus allowing these variables to be
resolved element by element. In this way, and with a careful choice of inter-
polation spaces, it is possible to reproduce displacement-based formulations
or the type of mixed formulations proposed in [45, 46].
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Furthermore, the fact that the momentum/velocity and strain/stress vari-
ables can be solved in a sequential manner, makes it possible to consider the
momentum equation in conservation form integrated by parts and the other
equations in the entropy form. This approach would not be dissimilar to the
common methodology used by most hydrocodes [2] in which stress rates are
obtained from velocity gradients. The proposed framework, however, has a
firmer theoretical foundation and avoids issues such as frame invariance of
stress rates.
5.2. Time integration
It is clear that a wide choice of finite element interpolation and time in-
tegration strategies is available for the equations described above. In the
sections that follow two simple C0 continuous linear tetrahedral interpola-
tions for all the variables will be described. The resulting set of equations is
rather large, so it will only be suitable for explicit type of time integrations,
although semi-implicit staggered approaches in which only the velocities are
resolved for implicitly will be explored in the future. For simplicity, an ex-
plicit Total Variation Diminishing (TVD) Runge-Kutta scheme, which has
been widely used in the CFD context, is proposed at present [97–99]. This is
described by the following time update equations from time step tn to time
step tn+1 with ∆t = tn+1 − tn4:
U
∗
n+1 = Un +∆t U˙n
U
∗
n+2 = U
∗
n+1 +∆t U˙
∗
n+1
Un+1 =
1
2
(
Un + U
∗
n+2
) (92)
which can be equally applied to conservation or entropy variables. Given
the explicit nature of the scheme the time step is constrained by a Courant-
Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) condition [100] given by:
∆t ≤ CFL h
cmax
(93)
where cmax corresponds to the speed of the pressure wave given in equation
(79) and h an elemental mesh size related parameter.
4As it is standard, the dot over a variable indicates differentiation with respect to time.
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5.3. A stabilised Petrov-Galerkin discretisation of conservation variables us-
ing linear tetrahedra
As a simple example of the procedures described above, consider a lin-
ear tetrahedral discretisation of all conservation variables and their virtual
conjugates in terms of linear C0 shape functions Na as:
p =
4∑
a=1
paNa; δv =
4∑
a=1
δvaNa; F =
4∑
a=1
F aNa; δΣF =
4∑
a=1
δΣF aNa; . . .
(94)
In this case, the residual of the conservation laws is formulated with
respect to the conservation variables R(U) (86). The Galerkin weighted
residual equations described in (88) require stabilisation, which is usually
introduced by means of a Petrov-Galerkin approach whereby the conjugate
weighting functions δV are augmented as:
δVst = δV + τ TATI
∂δV
∂XI
(95)
where τ denotes a matrix of stabilisation parameters to be described below.
In the case of a diagonal stabilisation matrix τ , the individual components
of this expression (95) are easily obtained with the help of equations (68) to
give:
δvst = δv − τv
ρ0
(DIVδΣF − F ×CURLδΣH +H∇0δΣJ)
δΣstF = δΣF − 2τFα (∇0δv)
δΣstH = δΣH − 2τHβ (F ∇0δv)
δΣstJ = δΣJ − τJγ (H :∇0δv) .
(96)
where τv, τF , τH and τJ are appropriate stabilisation parameters. These
stabilised weighting functions (96) can now be substituted into the residual
equation (88) (i.e. replace δV with δVst) and grouped according to each
virtual conjugate variable. First, the terms containing the virtual velocity
δv are given by:∫
V
(δv ·Rp − 2τFαRF :∇0δv − 2τHβ(F ∇0δv) :RH − τJγ (H :∇0δv)RJ) dV = 0.
(97)
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Integrating by parts the first term in (97), as described in equation (90),
and recalling the constitutive equation for a compressible Mooney-Rivlin
material gives:∫
V
δv · ∂p
∂t
dV =
∫
V
δv · f 0 dV +
∫
∂tV
δv · tB dA−
∫
V
P st :∇0δv dV (98)
where the stabilised Piola-Kirchhoff stresses P st are:
P st = ΣstF +Σ
st
H F + Σ
st
JH
ΣstF = 2αF
st
ΣstH = 2βH
st
ΣstJ = ΣJ(J)− τJγRJ ≈ ΣJ(Jst)
(99)
and the stabilised strains are evaluated as
F st = F − τFRF ; RF = F˙ −∇0v
Hst =H − τHRH ; RH = H˙ − F ∇0v
Jst = J − τJRJ ; RJ = J˙ −H :∇0v.
(100)
Note that the units of the four τ -parameters (i.e. τv, τF , τH and τJ) are
those of time and are usually chosen as a fraction of the time step for explicit
integration schemes [73, 94, 95, 101].
In the above three equations (100), the residual terms represent the dif-
ference between the time rate of the corresponding strain variable and its
evaluation in terms of the gradient of velocities. Given that these time rates
appear in the left hand side of the system of equations, it is not possible to
derive a completely explicit scheme. In order to rectify this, a simple proce-
dure has been proposed in references [1, 8] whereby the above time residuals
are replaced by their time integrated geometric equivalents to give stabilised
strains as:
F st = F − τFRF − ζFRxF ; RxF = F − Fx; Fx =∇0x
Hst =H − τHRH − ζHRxH ; RxH =H −Hx; Hx =
1
2
∇0x ∇0x
Jst = J − τJRJ − ζJRxJ ; RxJ = J − Jx; Jx = det∇0x.
(101)
where ζF , ζH and ζJ are dimensionless stabilisation parameters. Introducing
the linear interpolations for the momentum and virtual velocity fields gives
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a set of equations for the rate of change of momentum at each node a given
as:
∑
b
Mabp˙b =
∫
V
f 0Na dV +
∫
∂tV
tBNa dA−
∫
V
P st∇0Na dV (102)
where the consistent mass contribution Mab =
∫
V
NaNb dV .
Remark 2: Note that choosing τF = τH = τJ = 0 and ζF = ζH = ζJ = 1 will
lead to a displacement based formulation as the strain measures are simply
replaced by those derived from the element geometry.
Finally, the stabilised conjugate stress measures defined in equation (96) can
be introduced into the weighted residual equation (88) and, after following a
similar integration by parts procedure to that shown in equation (91), gives
a stabilised set of strain update equations as:∫
V
δΣF :
∂F
∂t
dV = −
∫
V
1
ρ0
pst ·DIV (δΣF ) dV +
∫
∂uV
vB · δΣFNdA∫
V
δΣH :
∂H
∂t
dV =
∫
V
(
1
ρ0
pst F
)
: CURL(δΣH)dV −
∫
∂uV
(vB F N ) : δΣHdA∫
V
δΣJ
∂J
∂t
dV = −
∫
V
1
ρ0
pst ·H∇0(δΣJ)dV +
∫
∂uV
(vB ·HN )δΣJdA
(103)
where the stabilised linear momentum is defined by:
pst = p− τvRp. (104)
However, in applying this correction to the linear momentum p, the de-
formation gradient F will no longer be a discrete gradient (in some weighted
residual sense) of a continuous velocity field, since the above residual term
will be discontinuous across the element edges. Similarly, the co-factor ma-
trix H will no longer be the curl of a continuous function. This implies that
the involutions described by equation (6) are no longer enforced. For this
reason, the stabilisation of the momentum field should only be applied to
the third equation above for J . Finally, introducing the linear interpolation
equations for the strain variables and their conjugate stresses gives a set of
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equations for the nodal strain values as:
∑
b
MabF˙ b = −
∫
V
1
ρ0
p⊗∇0NadV +
∫
∂uV
NavB ⊗NdA
∑
b
MabH˙b =
∫
V
1
ρ0
p F ∇0NadV −
∫
∂uV
NavB F NdA
∑
b
MabJ˙b = −
∫
V
1
ρ0
pst ·H∇0NadV +
∫
∂uV
(vB ·HN )NadA
(105)
The set of equations (102) and (105) represents a stabilised system of
differential equations in time for the conservation variables {p,F ,H , J}.
Choosing τJ = 0 and appropriate non-dimensional values of {ζF , ζH , ζJ},
typically in the range of [0, 0.5], it is possible to derive a completely explicit
integration scheme. Moreover, the use of a lumped mass matrix instead of
the consistent mass matrix does not alter the order of convergence of the
algorithm [1, 8].
Insofar as the deformation gradient F is not computed from the gradient
of the current geometry (1)1, the computational algorithm presented thus far
does not necessarily preserve angular momentum. To rectify this, the authors
already introduced a correction into the space-time integrator to ensure the
preservation of angular momentum. Detailed explanation can be found in
section 4.1 in reference [8].
Remark 3: The stabilisation process described above in terms of entropy
conjugate variables leads to identical additional terms to those obtained with
a residual based variational multi-scale procedure [72, 102].
5.4. SUPG stabilisation using entropy variables
In this case, the residual of the conservation laws is formulated with re-
spect to the conjugate entropy variables R(V) (87). The Galerkin weighted
residual equations described in (88) require stabilisation, introduced by means
of a Petrov-Galerkin approach whereby the conjugate weighting functions δV
are augmented as:
δVst = δV + τ˜A˜I
∂δV
∂XI
(106)
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where τ˜ denotes a symmetric matrix of stabilisation parameters. An elegant
procedure to determine the symmetric stabilisation matrix τ˜ was introduced
in [72] and it is summarised here for completeness for the one and two di-
mensional scenarios.
5.4.1. One dimensional symmetric equations for elastodynamics
For ease of understanding, the stabilisation process presented in above
section 5.4 is particularised for the one dimensional case. In the case of the
linearised elastodynamics problem [50], system (66) reduces to:
ρ0
∂vx
∂t
− ∂ΣFxX
∂X
= f0x
1
E
∂ΣFxX
∂t
− ∂vx
∂X
= 0
(107)
where the conjugate stress ΣFxX is related to the deformation gradient FxX
via the Young’s modulus E (i.e. ΣFxX = E(FxX − 1)). The symmetric
matrices A0 and A˜X can be written as (refer to equation (67)):
A0 =
[
ρ0 0
0 1
E
]
; A˜X =
[
0 −1
−1 0
]
(108)
Definition of the matrix L = A
1/2
0 and AˆX = L
−1
A˜XL
−T yields
AˆX =
[
0 −cp
−cp 0
]
; cp =
√
E
ρ0
(109)
with eigen-decomposition AˆX =
∑2
α=1 cα(W¯α ⊗ W¯α) with
c1,2 = ±cp; W¯1 =
[
− 1√
2
1√
2
]
; W¯2 =
[
1√
2
1√
2
]
. (110)
The matrix of stabilisation parameters τˆ is defined as τˆ = h
2
|AˆX |−1 which
can be obtained as
τˆ =
h
2
2∑
α=1
1
|cα|(W¯α ⊗ W¯α) =
h
2cp
[
1 0
0 1
]
. (111)
In above expression (111), h
2
denotes the deformation gradient from the
reference domain to the isoparametric domain, being h the size of the finite
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element under consideration. Finally, the matrix of stabilisation parameters
τ˜ is obtained as:
τ˜ = L−T τˆL−1 =
h
2cp
[
1
ρ0
0
0 E
]
. (112)
The stabilised Petrov-Galerkin variational statement for the one dimen-
sional elastodynamics problem defined in entropy variables is:∫
V
(
δV + τ˜A˜X
∂δV
∂X
)T
︸ ︷︷ ︸
δVst
R dV = 0 (113)
where
δVst =
[
δvx − h2 1cpρ0
∂δΣFxX
∂X
δΣFxX − h2 Ecp ∂δvx∂X
]
; R =
[
∂ΣFxX
∂X
+ f0x − ρ0 ∂vx∂t
∂vx
∂X
− 1
E
∂ΣFxX
∂t
]
. (114)
Substitution of formulae (114) into (113) accompanied by integration by
parts and the gathering of terms according to each virtual conjugate variable,
leads to:∫
V
δvx
(
ρ0
∂vx
∂t
)
dV =
∫
∂tV
δvxtBx dA+
∫
V
δvXf0xdV −
∫
V
ΣstFxX
∂δvx
∂X
dV∫
V
δΣFxX
(
1
E
∂ΣFxX
∂t
)
dV =
∫
∂uV
δΣFxXvBx dA−
∫
V
vstx
∂δΣFxX
∂X
dV.
(115)
where tBx and vBx represent prescribed boundary conditions. In this partic-
ular case, the use of integration by parts in the above expressions does not
affect the symmetry of the system. The corresponding stabilised stress ΣstFxX
and velocity vstx can be written as:
ΣstFxX = ΣFxX + τF E
(
∂vx
∂X
− 1
E
∂ΣFxX
∂t
)
(116a)
vstx = vx +
τv
ρ0
(
∂ΣFxX
∂X
− ρ0∂vx
∂t
)
, (116b)
where τF = τv =
h
2cp
. Note that the stabilised stress ΣstFxX (116a) can be
equivalently interpreted as the conjugate stress of a stabilised deformation
gradient defined by
ΣstFxX = E(F
st
xX − 1); F stxX = FxX + τF
(
∂vx
∂X
− 1
E
∂ΣFxX
∂t
)
, (117)
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which is widely known as Variational Multi-Scale (VMS) method [73, 82, 83,
85–90]. As can be observed, in this case the formulation in entropy variables
renders an identical result to that obtained using the conservation variables.
5.4.2. Two dimensional symmetric equations for elastodynamics
The two dimensional equations for the elastodynamics problem formu-
lated in entropy variables and for a compressible Neo-Hookean model (refer
to equations (20) and (22)) can be deduced from (66) as:
ρ0
∂v
∂t
−DIVΣF −HΣF∇0ΣJ = f 0
1
µ
∂ΣF
∂t
−∇0v = 0
1
γ
∂ΣJ
∂t
−HΣF :∇0v = 0,
(118)
where the co-factor HΣF is obtained in terms of the conjugate stress to the
deformation gradient HΣF =H(ΣF ) as
HΣF =
1
µ
[
ΣFyY −ΣFyX
−ΣFxY ΣFxX
]
. (119)
Notice that in a two dimensional problem, the co-factorH can be directly
obtained from the deformation gradient F (or its conjugate stress ΣF ) and
hence, the evolution equation for the co-factor is clearly redundant. The
quasilinear form of the system (118) can be written as:
A0
∂V
∂t
+ A˜X
∂V
∂X
+ A˜Y
∂V
∂Y
= S, (120)
where the components of the entropy variables V , the source term S and the
matrix A0 are:
V =


vx
vy
ΣFxX
ΣFxY
ΣFyX
ΣFyY
ΣJ


; S =


f0x
f0y
0
0
0
0
0


; A0 =


ρ0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 ρ0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1
µ
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
µ
0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1
µ
0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
µ
0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1
γ


(121)
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and the corresponding symmetric flux Jacobian matrices in OX and OY
directions are:
A˜X =


0 0 −1 0 0 0 − 1
µ
ΣFyY
0 0 0 0 −1 0 1
µ
ΣFxY
−1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
− 1
µ
ΣFyY
1
µ
ΣFxY 0 0 0 0 0


(122a)
A˜Y =


0 0 0 −1 0 0 1
µ
ΣFyX
0 0 0 0 0 −1 − 1
µ
ΣFxX
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
−1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0 0 0 0
1
µ
ΣFyX − 1µΣFxX 0 0 0 0 0


. (122b)
After definition of the matrix L = A
1/2
0 , the eigen-system for each of the
flux Jacobian matrices AˆX = L
−1
A˜XL
−T and AˆY = L
−1
A˜YL
−T can be
solved as a special case of that presented in (74) and thereafter. Specifically,
the eigenvalues are
cX1,2 = ±


√
µ+ γ/µ
[
(ΣFxY )
2 + (ΣFyY )
2
]
ρ0

 ; cX3,4 = ±√ µρ0
cY1,2 = ±


√
µ+ γ/µ
[
(ΣFxX )
2 + (ΣFyX )
2
]
ρ0

 ; cY3,4 = ±√ µρ0
(123)
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and the eigenvectors are
W¯
X
1,2 =


√
ρ0
ΣFyY
DX
−√ρ0 ΣFxYDX
−
√
µ
cX
1,2
ΣFyY
DX
0√
µ
cX
1,2
ΣFxY
DX
0
−
√
γ
cX
1,2µ
DX


; W¯
X
3,4 =


√
ρ0
ΣFxY
DX√
ρ0
ΣFyY
DX
−
√
µ
cX
3,4
ΣFxY
DX
0
−
√
µ
cX
3,4
ΣFyY
DX
0
0


; DX =
(
Σ2FxY + Σ
2
FyY
)1/2
W¯
Y
1,2 =


−√ρ0 ΣFyXDY√
ρ0
ΣFxX
DY
0√
µ
cY
1,2
ΣFyX
DY
0
−
√
µ
cY
1,2
ΣFxX
DY
−
√
γ
cY
1,2µ
DY


; W¯
Y
3,4 =


√
ρ0
ΣFxX
DY√
ρ0
ΣFyX
DY
0
−
√
µ
cY
3,4
ΣFxX
DY
0
−
√
µ
cY
3,4
ΣFyX
DY
0


; DY =
(
Σ2FxX + Σ
2
FyX
)1/2
.
(124)
Reference [72] generalises the one dimensional concept presented in the
previous section for the multi-dimensional case. For this scenario, the matrix
of stabilisation parameters τˆ is defined in terms of the inverse of the p-norm
of the flux Jacobian operator A as |Aˆ|p, namely τˆ = h2 |Aˆ|−1p , defined5 in
terms of its spatial components as follows
|Aˆ|−1p =
(
|AˆX |p + |AˆY |p
)−1/p
(125)
where
|AˆX |p =
4∑
α=1
|cXα |p(W¯Xα ⊗ W¯Xα ); |AˆY |p =
4∑
α=1
|cYα |p(W¯Yα ⊗ W¯Yα ). (126)
5In this case, h
2
I denotes the deformation gradient from the reference domain to the
isoparametric domain, being h the size of the finite element under consideration. The
methodology can be extended to other finite element discretisations [72].
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Notice that in the case of an odd norm (e.g. p = 2k+1, k ∈ N), the use of
the spectral decomposition theorem is necessary when evaluating expressions
in (126)6. The evaluation of expression (125) must also be carried out via
the spectral decomposition theorem as
|Aˆ|−1p =
nα∑
α=1
1
(aα)
p (X¯ α ⊗ X¯ α) (127)
where aα and X¯ α are the nα (in general, nα > 4) eigenvalues and eigenvectors
associated to the following eigen-system(
|AˆX |p + |AˆY |p
)
X¯ α = aαX¯ α. (128)
Finally, the matrix of stabilisation parameters τ˜ is obtained as τ˜ =
L
−T τˆL−1. The stabilised Petrov-Galerkin variational statement for the two
dimensional elastodynamics problem is:∫
V
[
δV + τ˜
(
A˜X
∂δV
∂X
+ A˜Y
∂δV
∂Y
)]T
︸ ︷︷ ︸
δVst
R dV = 0 (129)
with terms τ˜ , A˜X and A˜Y as defined above. In the case of using p = 2 (as in
the examples shown later in the paper) when evaluating (125), it is possible
to show [72, 103] that a simplified expression for the stabilisation parameter
τ˜ can be obtained as follows:
τ˜ =
h
2
A
−1
0
[(
A˜XA
−1
0
)2
+
(
A˜YA
−1
0
)2]−1/2
. (130)
To reduce the level of implicitness of the coupled formulation (see equation
(129)) and, more importantly, to ensure the satisfaction of the involutions
(6)2 in a weighted residual sense (129), the components of the stabilisation
matrix τ˜ corresponding to the conjugate stress (118)2 are neglected. This
leads to a robust and relatively fast algorithm.
6For even norms, p = 2k, k ∈ N, this can be avoided as |A˜I |p =
(
A˜I
)p
.
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Regardless of the procedure followed to obtain τ˜ , the resulting stabilisa-
tion matrix τ˜ is a non-sparse matrix in general. However, let us assume, for
simplicity, a diagonal structure for this matrix τ˜ as follows
τ˜ =


1
ρ0
τv 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1
ρ0
τv 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 µτF 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 µτF 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 µτF 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 µτF 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 γτJ


. (131)
In this case, the resulting virtual stabilised entropy conjugate variables δVst
reduce to:
δvst = δv − τv
ρ0
(DIVδΣF +HΣF∇0δΣJ)
δΣF
st = δΣF − τFµ (∇0δv)
δΣstJ = δΣJ − τJγ (HΣF :∇0δv)
(132)
where it is easy to see that, in this particular case, the stabilised virtual
conjugate variables δVst coincide with that of equation (96) when using con-
servation variables.
Irrespective of using system (66) or (68), and in order to preserve the
symmetry of the system, the Gauss theorem must not be employed in the
linear momentum balance principle. This implies that traction boundary
conditions on ∂tV , usually applied via Neumann boundary conditions when
using conservative variables (90), must be imposed in an alternative manner.
In this paper, a simple Dirichlet-based Lagrange multiplier projection
procedure is employed where the value of the conjugate stresses (ΣF and
ΣJ) on the boundary of the continuum is projected via the minimisation of
a functional Π defined as follows7,
Π(Σ∗F ,Σ
∗
J ,λ) =
1
2
(Σ∗F −ΣF ) : (Σ∗F −ΣF )+
1
2
(Σ∗J − ΣJ)2+λ ·(tB − P ∗N )
(133)
7For simplicity, the procedure is presented for the case of a compressible Neo-Hookean
constitutive model, where the conjugate stress ΣH is not required.
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where tB is the prescribed boundary traction vector on ∂tV , Σ
∗
F and Σ
∗
J
are the projected conjugate stresses leading to a projected boundary Piola-
Kirchhoff stress defined as P ∗ = Σ∗F + Σ
∗
JHΣF and λ denotes a Lagrange
multiplier vector.
This projection procedure is applied locally at all the degrees of freedom
placed on ∂tV . Moreover, the last term on the right hand side of equation
(133) must be split into as many facets as those connected to the relevant
degree of freedom. Notice that the co-factor in the second term of the pro-
jected Piola-Kirchhoff stress P ∗ is defined as HΣF , and not HΣ∗F , in order
to avoid the resolution of a nonlinear system of equations when applying
this projection procedure. A more general nonlinear projection procedure, if
needed, can be derived without further difficulty.
The stationary condition of the above functional (133) with respect to
λ and the corrected conjugate stresses {Σ∗F ,Σ∗J} are considered separately.
Note firstly that the directional derivative of Π with respect to a variation
along λ leads to the constraint
tB − (Σ∗F + Σ∗JHΣF )N = 0. (134)
Additionally, the directional derivative of the functional (133) with respect
to {Σ∗F ,Σ∗J} results in
Σ∗F = ΣF + λ⊗N ; Σ∗J = ΣJ + λ · (HΣFN ) . (135)
Substitution of (135) into (134) yields
λ = [I +HΣFN ⊗HΣFN ]−1 (tB − PN ) . (136)
Finally, combination of expressions (135) and (136) enable the corrected con-
jugate stresses Σ∗F and Σ
∗
J to be easily obtained.
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6. Numerical examples
In this section, a series of numerical examples are presented in order to
assess the robustness, effectiveness and applicability of the computational
framework described above.
Firstly, the computational framework based on the use of conjugate en-
tropy variables will be briefly analysed and compared against the framework
based on the use of conservation variables. For simplicity, two dimensional
p-F and p-F -J mixed Petrov-Galerkin Finite Element Method (PG-FEM)
formulations will be compared against the entropy v-ΣF -ΣJ mixed PG-FEM
formulation. The main objective is to demonstrate that similar results are
obtained with either of the approaches, as already reported in [102] for the
case compressible Euler flows. The numerical results presented correspond
to the use of bilinear interpolation of all the variable fields in a structured
quadrilateral mesh. In addition and, for completeness, results will also be
presented for a Total Variation Diminishing (TVD) cell-centred Upwind Fi-
nite Volume Method (FVM) [50].
Secondly, the framework based on the use of conservation variables will
be further explored. With that in mind and, for benchmarking purposes,
the new p-F -H-J mixed PG-FEM formulation is tested for a series of three
dimensional problems previously analysed by the authors with alternative
explicit mixed methodologies [1, 8, 50, 52], namely, a p-F mixed PG-FEM
formulation [8], a p-F -J mixed PG-FEM formulation [1] and a p-F mixed
vertex-centred Jameson-Schmidt-Turkel (JST) formulation [52].
Thirdly, comparisons are also carried out against a new implicit mixed
formulation recently proposed by the authors [46] in the context of polycon-
vex elasticity. A seven field {x,F ,H , J,ΣF ,ΣH ,ΣJ} mixed formulation is
proposed using a multi-field Hu-Washizu type variational principle. The nu-
merical results presented correspond to the following selection of functional
spaces for a tetrahedral mesh: continuous quadratic interpolation of the dis-
placement field (geometry) x, piecewise linear interpolation of the strain and
stress fields F , H , ΣF and ΣH and piecewise constant interpolation of the
Jacobian J and its associated stress conjugate ΣJ . This selection of func-
tional spaces ensures the satisfaction of the Ladyzenskaya-Babuska-Brezzi
(LBB) constraint [15, 104] and hence, removes the need to employ numer-
ical stabilisation. From the time discretisation standpoint, a generalised-α
method is employed [18] with a built-in numerical damping coefficient ρ∞ in
order to dissipate high frequency oscillations.
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The first example (see section 6.1) is included to demonstrate that the
use of a conservation-based formulation yields practically identical results
to those obtained with a conjugate entropy-based formulation, as already
reported in [102] in the context of CFD problems. Focussing on the stabilised
three dimensional framework based on the use of conservation variables, it is
important to show that the explicit p-F -H-J linear tetrahedral formulation
achieves second order of convergence for velocities, strains and stresses (see
section 6.2). Perhaps more importantly, the use of the proposed formulation
alleviates both locking difficulties (see section 6.3 and section 6.4) and the
appearance of spurious hydrostatic oscillations (see section 6.5). Moreover, a
thorough comparison of results is carried out against other schemes published
by the authors [1, 8, 50, 52]. The preservation of the angular momentum of
the system is finally assessed in section 6.6.
6.1. 2D tensile plate
A square plate of side length L = 1 m, clamped on its bottom side and
traction-free on the rest of the boundaries, was presented in [50]. The plate
is made of a Neo-Hookean material defined by Young’s modulus E = 21
GPa, material density ρ0 = 7 Mg/m
3 and Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.3. The plate
is pulled rapidly with an initial constant velocity field of v|t=0 = (0, vpull)T
where vpull = 500 m/s.
This problem is first solved using a conjugate entropy v-ΣF -ΣJ formu-
lation. Instead of adopting a user-defined diagonal stabilisation matrix τ ,
as typically employed in conservation-based formulation (95), a non-diagonal
stabilisation matrix τ˜ is computed following the procedure described in sec-
tion 5.4.2. For comparison purposes we also solve the problem with a TVD
upwind p-F cell centred FVM [50], a p-F PG-FEM [8] and a p-F -J PG-FEM
[1].
Comparison of the deformed shapes and pressure contours obtained by
using all of these numerical techniques is shown in Figure 2. The solution
predicted by the symmetric v-ΣF -ΣJ conjugate formulation is found to be
in perfect agreement with those obtained with the other explicit method-
ologies, showing no appreciable differences. In addition, by making use of
the conjugate entropy formulation, a series of pressure contour snapshots
are displayed in Figure 3, showing a smooth pressure pattern without any
non-physical pressure oscillations.
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(a) TVD Upwind p-F cell centred FVM [50]
(b) Stabilised p-F PG-FEM [8] (τF = ∆t, ζF = 0.1, τp = 0)
(c) Stabilised p-F -J PG-FEM [1] (τF = ∆t, τp = 0.2∆t, ζJ = 0.5
µ
κ
, ζF = τJ = 0)
(d) Conjugate entropy v-ΣF -ΣJ formulation (see section 5.4.2)
Figure 2: Tensile plate: sequence of deformed shapes (pressure contour plot)
using: (a) TVD p-F cell centred FVM; (b) Stabilised p-F PG-FEM; (c)
Stabilised p-F -J PG-FEM; and (d) Entropy v-ΣF -ΣJ formulation. Initial
constant tensile velocity v|t=0 = (0, vpull)T is given, where vpull = 500 m/s.
A steel plate is used and its Neo-Hookean material properties are Young’s
modulus E = 21 GPa, density ρ0 = 7 Mg/m
3, Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.3 and
αCFL ≈ 0.3. Discretisation of 20× 20 quadrilateral elements.
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Figure 3: Tensile plate: sequence of deformed shapes (pressure contour plot)
using the conjugate entropy v-ΣF -ΣJ formulation. Initial constant tensile
velocity v|t=0 = (0, vpull)T is given, where vpull = 500 m/s. A steel plate
is used and its Neo-Hookean material properties are Young’s modulus E =
21 GPa, density ρ0 = 7 Mg/m
3, Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.3 and αCFL ≈ 0.3.
Discretisation of 20× 20 quadrilateral elements.42
Figure 4: Unit cube configuration
6.2. 3D low dispersion cube
This example has already been presented in previous references [1, 52]. A
unit cube (1 m × 1 m × 1 m) is defined with symmetric boundary conditions
(i.e. roller supports) applied on the faces X1 = X2 = X3 = 0 and skew-
symmetric boundary conditions on the rest of the faces X1 = X2 = X3 = 1
m (see Figure 4). The primary interest is to assess the convergence behaviour
of the algorithm in three dimensions. For small deformations, the analytical
displacement field (and hence, velocity and first Piola-Kirchhoff stress) can
be described by the closed-form expression
u(X, t) = U0 cos
(√
3
2
cdπt
)
A sin
(
πX1
2
)
cos
(
πX2
2
)
cos
(
πX3
2
)
B cos
(
πX1
2
)
sin
(
πX2
2
)
cos
(
πX3
2
)
C cos
(
πX1
2
)
cos
(
πX2
2
)
sin
(
πX3
2
)

 ; cd =
√
µ
ρ0
.
(137)
Parameters {A,B,C} are arbitrary constants such that A + B + C = 0,
ensuring no contribution from volumetric deformation. For values of U0 below
0.001 m, the solution can be considered to be linear and the closed-form
solution holds. The cube is initially loaded (without imposing any initial
velocity field) with a known deformation gradient field F (by computing
F = I + ∇0u with u obtained from (137)). The initial area map H =
(detF )F−T and the initial Jacobian J = detF are similarly obtained.
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In this particular case, a compressible Neo-Hookean model (α = µ
2
and
β = 0) is chosen with Young’s modulus E = 0.017 GPa, density ρ0 = 1.1
Mg/m3 and Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.3. We set the solution parameters as A =
B = 1, C = −2 and U0 = 5×10−4 m. Figure 5 shows a series of snapshots for
deformed states of the cube illustrating shear stresses contour plots (which
coincide with the results reported in references [1, 52]). Global convergence
error analysis (i.e. L1 and L2 norm convergence) for the set of conservation
p-F -H-J variables and the Piola stress tensor P (e.g. ‖p‖L1,2 , ‖F ‖L1,2 ,
‖H‖L1,2 , ‖J‖L1,2 and ‖P ‖L1,2) on a sequence of grids at time t = 2× 10−3 s
are examined. In this case, the stabilised p-F -H-J mixed PG-FEM approach
is employed. As expected, Figure 6 shows asymptotic quadratic convergence
for all problem variables (and derived variables) when linear tetrahedral finite
elements are used.
6.3. 3D beam bending
In this section, a three dimensional thick column [1, 10, 52] clamped on
its bottom face (X3 = 0) is presented in Figure 7. An initial linear variation
in the velocity field v|t=0 = (V0X3/L, 0, 0)T is given (where V0 = 10 m/s)
and the column is left oscillating in time, leading to a large oscillatory defor-
mation. The main objective of this problem is to illustrate the performance
of the new p-F -H-J mixed PG-FEM formulation in a compressible bending
dominated scenario.
A Mooney-Rivlin material (α = β = µ
4
) is employed such that Young’s
modulus E = 0.017 GPa, density ρ0 = 1.1 Mg/m
3 and Poisson’s ratio ν =
0.3. For comparison purposes, the problem is also studied with the seven field
{x,F ,H , J,ΣF ,ΣH ,ΣJ} implicit Hu-Washizu type variational formulation
[46] described above as well as with a set of explicit numerical strategies
(e.g. vertex-centred JST finite volume mixed p-F formulation [52] and the
stabilised p-F [8] and p-F -J [1] PG formulations).
Figure 8a shows the (bending) locking-free deformed shapes of a thick
column at four different time steps using the explicit stabilised p-F -H-J
PG-FEM methodology. Comparison of Figure 8a (p-F -H-J PG-FEM) with
Figure 8b,c (alternative p-F and p-F -J PG-FEM) and Figure 9 (vertex-
centred JST p-F FVM and Hu-Washizu type mixed formulation), clearly
demonstrates that the proposed PG formulation can be used without bend-
ing difficulty and, more importantly, shows excellent agreement with the
previously published methodologies. In all cases, the pressure contours are
extremely smooth without any non-physical oscillations.
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(a) Shear stress P12
(b) Shear stress P13
(c) Shear stress P23
Figure 5: Low dispersion cube: sequence of deformed shapes for (a) P12 shear
stress; (b) P13 shear stress; and (c) P23 shear stress. Results obtained with
U0 = 5×10−4 m, A = B = 1 and C = −2. Compressible Neo-Hookean model
is used and material properties are such that Young’s modulus E = 0.017
GPa, density ρ0 = 1.1 Mg/m
3, Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.3 and αCFL = 0.3.
Stabilising parameters: τF = τH = ∆t, τp = 0.2∆t, ζF = ζH = τJ = 0 and
ζJ = 0.5
µ
κ
. Discretisation of 8×8×8×6 linear tetrahedral elements. Lumped
mass contribution.
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Figure 6: Low dispersion cube: results obtained with U0 = 5 × 10−4 m,
A = B = 1 and C = −2, where the analytical solutions for velocity, strains
and stresses are available at time t = 2 × 10−3 s. First row shows the L1
and L2 norm convergences for linear momentum ‖p‖L1,2 and stresses ‖P ‖L1,2 .
Second row shows the norm convergence analysis for all strain measures (i.e.
‖F ‖L1,2 , ‖H‖L1,2 and ‖J‖L1,2). A compressible Neo-Hookean elastic model
(α = µ
2
and β = 0) is used and material properties are such that Young’s
modulus E = 0.017 GPa, density ρ0 = 1.1 Mg/m
3, Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.3
and αCFL = 0.3. Stabilising parameters: τF = τH = ∆t, τp = 0.2∆t,
ζJ = 0.5
µ
κ
and ζF = ζH = τJ = 0. Lumped mass contribution.
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Figure 7: Bending column configuration
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(a) Stabilised p-F -H-J PG-FEM (τF = τH = ∆t, τp = 0.2∆t,
ζJ = 0.5
µ
κ
, ζF = ζH = τJ = 0)
(b) Stabilised p-F PG-FEM (τF = ∆t, ζF = 0.1, τp = 0)
(c) Stabilised p-F -J PG-FEM (τF = ∆t, τp = 0.2∆t, ζJ = 0.5
µ
κ
,
ζF = τJ = 0)
Figure 8: Bending column: sequence of deformed shapes (pressure contour
plot) using: (a) Stabilised p-F -H-J PG-FEM; (b) Stabilised p-F PG-FEM;
and (c) Stabilised p-F -J PG-FEM. Results obtained with a linear variation in
velocity field v|t=0 = (V0X3/L, 0, 0)T (where V0 = 10 m/s). A compressible
Mooney-Rivlin material (α = β = µ
4
) is used such that Young’s modulus
E = 0.017 GPa, density ρ0 = 1.1 Mg/m
3 and Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.3.
Discretisation of 4 × 4 × 24 × 6 linear tetrahedral elements. Lumped mass
contribution. 48
(a) JST p-F vertex centred FVM
(b) Hu-Washizu type variational formulation
Figure 9: Bending column: sequence of deformed shapes (pressure contour
plot) using: (a) JST vertex-centred mixed p-F formulation (κ(4) = 1
128
and
αCFL = 0.3); and (b) Hu-Washizu type variational formulation (ρ∞ = 1
and ∆t = 0.002 s). Results obtained with a linear variation in velocity field
v|t=0 = (V0X3/L, 0, 0)T (where V0 = 10 m/s). A compressible Mooney-
Rivlin material (α = β = µ
4
) is used such that Young’s modulus E = 0.017
GPa, density ρ0 = 1.1 Mg/m
3 and Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.3. Discretisation of
4× 4× 24× 6 tetrahedral elements.
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6.4. 3D twisting column
To assess the robustness of the stabilised p-F -H-J PG mixed formulation
in extreme nonlinear deformations, a twisting column clamped on its bottom
face (X3 = 0) is presented [1, 46] (see Figure 10). This problem is particularly
challenging as it involves a large number of deformation modes. An initial
sinusoidal rotational velocity field relative to the origin is given by
v|t=0(X) = ω0 ×X; ω0 =
(
0, 0,Ω sin
(
ΠX3
2L
))T
(138)
where Ω = 100 rad/s. This problem is first modelled using a compressible
Mooney-Rivlin material with parameters α = β = µ
4
. Material properties
are Young’s modulus E = 0.017 GPa, material density ρ0 = 1.1 Mg/m
3 and
Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.3. In parallel, for benchmarking purposes, we simulate
the exact same problem using other available methodologies, namely the
stabilised p-F and p-F -J PG-FEM, Hu-Washizu type mixed formulation
and the vertex-centred p-F JST formulation.
It can be observed that the deformation patterns predicted by the family
of second order stabilised numerical mixed methodologies (e.g. a stabilised p-
F PG-FEM [8], p-F -J PG-FEM [1] and p-F -H-J PG-FEM) agree very well
(see Figure 11). Crucially, all computational mixed methodologies produce
very similar deformation patterns with smooth pressure distribution and ab-
sence of locking. In Figure 12a, results are also presented for a JST vertex
centred p-F FVM solver [52]. In this case, a finer mesh of 12× 12× 72× 6
linear tetrahedral elements is required in order to obtain similar results, due
to the higher numerical diffusion introduced by the scheme.
Finally, comparison is carried out against a more expensive implicit Hu-
Washizu type variational formulation of 4× 4× 24× 6 tetrahedral elements
(see Figure 12b) with an implicit generalised-α method. As can be observed,
despite using an artificial numerical damping coefficient ρ∞ < 1, some higher
pressure modes can still be perceived in the solution.
We can now further examine the problem by scaling up the β parameter
so that the Mooney-Rivlin modelx is now dominated by the H-term (α = 0
and β = µ
2
). Figure 13 shows the effects of the inclusion of time-integrated
ζH values in the PG formulation at a particular time t = 0.31s, whilst the
remaining stabilisation terms are kept constant.
It is interesting to notice that the stabilisation parameter ζH becomes in-
creasingly important when simulating a Mooney-Rivlin model entirely dom-
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inated by theH term. The PG formulation incorporating the ζH-term elim-
inates the appearance of non-physical mechanisms similar to hourglassing
in the solution (see Figure 13a,b). An out-of-plane mode of deformation is
observed for a very coarse mesh (4× 4× 24× 6 linear tetrahedral elements).
However, this mode disappears when the mesh is sufficiently refined (see
Figure 13c).
Figure 14 shows the comparison of a sequence of snapshots for the highly
nonlinear column at four different time instants using the stabilised p-F -
H-J PG-FEM and the extended Hu-Washizu type mixed formulation. Both
methodologies produce practically similar locking-free solutions. As expected,
despite using ρ∞ < 1, some high frequency pressure modes can still be ob-
served in Figure 14b.
T(1,1,6)
T(1,1,0)
3X
2X1X
0ω
Figure 10: Highly nonlinear twisting column
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(a) Stabilised p-F PG-FEM (τF = ∆t, ζF = 0.2, τp = 0)
(b) Stabilised p-F -J PG-FEM (τF = ∆t, τp = 0.2∆t, ζJ =
0.5µ
κ
, ζF = τJ = 0)
(c) Stabilised p-F -H-J PG-FEM (τF = τH = ∆t, τp = 0.2∆t,
ζJ = 0.5
µ
κ
, ζF = ζH = τJ = 0)
Figure 11: Twisting column: sequence of deformed shapes (pressure contour
plot) using: (a) Stabilised p-F PG-FEM (6 × 6 × 36 × 6 linear tetrahedral
elements); (b) Stabilised p-F -J PG-FEM (6 × 6 × 36 × 6 linear tetrahe-
dral elements); and (c) Stabilised p-F -H-J PG-FEM (8× 8× 48× 6 linear
tetrahedral elements). Results obtained with a initial sinusoidal rotational
velocity Ω = 100 rad/s (see (138)). A compressible Mooney-Rivlin material
(α = β = µ
4
) is used such that Young’s modulus E = 0.017 GPa, density
ρ0 = 1.1 Mg/m
3, Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.3 and αCFL = 0.3. Lumped mass
contribution.
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(a) JST vertex centred p-F FVM
(b) Hu-Washizu mixed formulation
Figure 12: Twisting column: sequence of deformed shapes (pressure contour
plot) using: (a) JST p-F FVM (12× 12× 72× 6 linear tetrahedral elements,
αCFL = 0.3 and κ
(4) = 1
128
); and (b) Hu-Washizu mixed formulation (4 ×
4 × 24 × 6 tetrahedral elements, ρ∞ = 0.85 and ∆t = 0.004s). Results
obtained with an initial sinusoidal rotational velocity Ω = 100 rad/s (see
(138)). A compressible Mooney-Rivlin material (α = β = µ
4
) is used such
that Young’s modulus E = 0.017 GPa, density ρ0 = 1.1 Mg/m
3 and Poisson’s
ratio ν = 0.3.
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Figure 13: Twisting column: results obtained (e.g. hydrostatic pressure dis-
tribution) using the explicit stabilised p-F -H-J PG formulation with differ-
ent values of time-integrated stabilisation at time t = 0.31s forH : (a) ζH = 0
(4 × 4 × 24 × 6 linear tetrahedral elements); (b) ζH = 0.1 (4 × 4 × 24 × 6
linear tetrahedral elements); and (c) ζH = 0.1 (8× 8× 48× 6 linear tetrahe-
dral elements). Results obtained with an initial sinusoidal rotational velocity
Ω = 100 rad/s (see (138)). This example is run with Mooney-Rivlin model
dominated by H-term (α = 0 and β = µ
2
) and material properties are such
that Young’s modulus E = 0.017 GPa, density ρ0 = 1.1 Mg/m
3, Poisson’s
ratio ν = 0.3 and αCFL = 0.3. Stabilising parameters: τF = τH = ∆t,
τp = 0.2∆t, ζF = τJ = 0 and ζJ = 0.5
µ
κ
. Lumped mass contribution.
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(a) Stabilised p-F -H-J PG-FEM (τF = τH = ∆t, τp = 0.2∆t,
ζH = 0.1, ζJ = 0.5
µ
κ
, ζF = τJ = 0)
(b) Hu-Washizu mixed formulation
Figure 14: Twisting column: sequence of deformed shapes (hydrostatic
pressure contour plot) using: (a) Stabilised p-F -H-J PG formulation
(8 × 8 × 48 × 6 linear tetrahedral elements, lumped mass contribution
and αCFL = 0.3); and (b) Hu-Washizu type variational mixed formulation
(4 × 4 × 24 × 6 tetrahedral elements, ρ∞ = 0.85 and ∆t = 0.002s). Results
obtained with an initial sinusoidal rotational velocity Ω = 100 rad/s (see
(138)). This example is run with Mooney-Rivlin model (α = 0 and β = µ
2
)
and material properties are such that Young’s modulus E = 0.017 GPa,
density ρ0 = 1.1 Mg/m
3 and Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.3.
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6.5. 3D tensile cube
This example is an extension of the two dimensional tensile plate (see
section 6.1) to a unit cube in three dimensions, to further illustrate the
performance of the stabilised p-F -H-J mixed PG-FEM formulation. A
unit cube clamped at the bottom and traction-free conditions on the rest of
the boundaries is subjected to a sinusoidal variation in initial velocity field
v|t=0 =
(
0, 0, v0 sin
(
ΠX3
2L
))T
(where v0 = 500 m/s) which is compatible with
the boundary. This problem is solved using a compressible Neo-Hookean
material (α = µ
2
and β = 0) with Young’s modulus E = 21 GPa, den-
sity ρ0 = 7 Mg/m
3 and Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.3. References [1, 8] reported
that existing stabilised p-F and p-F -J PG-FEM formulations perform ex-
tremely well and, therefore can be treated as reference solutions (see Figure
15) for comparison purposes. Comparisons of a sequence of deformed states,
benchmarked against already published numerical methodologies, are shown
in Figure 15 and Figure 16, respectively. It can be clearly seen that the
numerical solutions obtained from the proposed p-F -H-J PG-FEM formu-
lation match extremely well with existing methodologies, without showing
any non-physical hydrostatic pressure instabilities.
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(a) Stabilised p-F PG-FEM [8]
(b) Stabilised p-F -J PG-FEM [1]
Figure 15: Tensile cube: a sequence of cross-sectional deformed shapes (pres-
sure contour plot) using existing numerical methodologies: (a) p-F PG-FEM
formulation (τF = ∆t, ζF = 0.1, τp = 0); and (b) p-F -J PG-FEM formula-
tion (τF = ∆t, τp = 0.2∆t, ζJ = 0.5
µ
κ
, τJ = ζF = 0). Results obtained with a
sinusoidal variation in initial velocity field v|t=0 =
[
0, 0, v0 sin
(
ΠX3
2L
)]T
where
v0 = 500 m/s. Compressible Neo-Hookean material (α =
µ
2
and β = 0) is
used such that Young’s modulus E = 21 Pa, density ρ0 = 7 Mg/m
3, Pois-
son’s ratio ν = 0.3 and αCFL = 0.3. Discretisation of 8 × 8 × 8 × 6 linear
tetrahedral elements. Lumped mass contribution.57
Figure 16: Tensile Cube: A sequence of cross-sectional deformed shapes
(pressure contour plot) using stabilised p-F -H-J PG-FEM. Results obtained
with a sinusoidal variation in initial velocity field v|t=0 =
[
0, 0, v0 sin
(
ΠX3
2L
)]T
where v0 = 500 m/s. Compressible Neo-Hookean material (α =
µ
2
and β = 0)
is used such that Young’s modulus E = 21 Pa, density ρ0 = 7 Mg/m
3,
Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.3 and αCFL = 0.3. Discretisation of 8× 8× 8× 6 linear
tetrahedral elements. Stabilising parameters: τF = τH = ∆t, τp = 0.2∆t,
ζF = ζH = τJ = 0 and ζJ = 0.5
µ
κ
. Discretisation of 8 × 8 × 8 × 6 linear
tetrahedral elements. Lumped mass contribution.
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6.6. L-shaped block
This benchmark problem, originally proposed by [105] and subsequently
presented in [1, 52, 105–107], is included in order to assess the ability of the
algorithm to preserve the total angular momentum over a long term response.
We consider the motion of a three-dimensional L-shaped block subjected to
initial impulse traction boundary conditions at two of its sides described as
follows (see Figure 17)
F 1(t) = −F 2(t) =


tη0, 0 ≤ t < 2.5
(5− t)η0, 2.5 ≤ t < 5
0, t ≥ 5
(139)
where η0 = (150, 300, 450)
T . The material response is governed by the Neo-
Hookean model (α = µ
2
and β = 0) where its physical properties are Young’s
modulus E = 50046 Pa, density ρ0 = 1 Mg/m
3 and Poisson’s ratio ν =
0.3. A sequence of deformed states is illustrated in Figure 18 along with
the contour plot of the module of the velocity distribution ‖v‖. As can be
observed (refer to Figures 19), results are identical to those obtained using the
alternative p-F and p-F -J PG-FEM formulations [1, 8]. In addition, Figure
20 presents the components of the angular momentum evolution calculated
with the stabilised p-F -H-J PG formulation, where it can be seen that the
angular momentum remains constant after removal of the external load.
1X
2X
3X
T(3,3,3)
T(0,10,3)
T(6,0,0)
)t(1F
)t(2F
Figure 17: L-shaped block configuration
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Figure 18: L-shaped block: results obtained (norm of the velocity distribution
‖v‖) with an impulse traction boundary conditions (139) at two of its sides
using the proposed p-F -H-J PG formulation. This example is run with
a compressible Neo-Hookean constitutive model (α = µ
2
and β = 0) and
material properties are Young’s modulus E = 50046 Pa, density ρ0 = 1
Mg/m3, Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.3 and αCFL = 0.3. Stabilising parameters:
τF = τH = ∆t, τp = 0.2∆t, ζJ = 0.5
µ
κ
, τJ = ζF = ζH = 0. Lumped mass
contribution.
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(a) Stabilised p-F formulation (τF = ∆t, τp = 0 and ζF = 0.1)
(b) Stabilised p-F -J formulation (τF = ∆t, τp = 0.2∆t, ζJ = 0.5
µ
κ
, τJ = ζF = 0)
Figure 19: L-shaped block: results obtained (norm of the velocity distribution
‖v‖) with an impulse traction boundary conditions (139) at two of its sides
using (a) Stabilised p-F PG-FEM; and (b) Stabilised p-F -J PG-FEM. This
example is run with a compressible Neo-Hookean constitutive model (α = µ
2
and β = 0) and material properties are Young’s modulus E = 50046 Pa,
density ρ0 = 1 Mg/m
3, Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.3 and αCFL = 0.3. Lumped
mass contribution.
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Figure 20: L-shaped block: results obtained with an impulse traction bound-
ary conditions (139) at two of its sides using stabilised p-F -H-J PG formu-
lation. This example is run with the Neo-Hookean constitutive model (α = µ
2
and β = 0) and material properties are such that Young’s modulus E = 50046
Pa, density ρ0 = 1 Mg/m
3, Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.3 and αCFL = 0.3. Stabil-
ising parameters: τF = τH = ∆t, τp = 0.2∆t, ζJ = 0.5
µ
κ
, τJ = ζF = ζH = 0.
Lumped mass contribution.
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7. Concluding remarks
In this paper, a new computational framework has been presented for the
analysis of large strain fast solid dynamics in the case of isothermal elastic
materials. In previous work published by the authors [1, 8, 49, 50, 52], a
mixed formulation was introduced where the conservation of linear momen-
tum p is complemented with geometric conservation laws for the deformation
gradient F and the Jacobian J of the deformation, resulting in a first order
system of hyperbolic equations. In this paper, the use of a new geomet-
ric conservation law for the co-factor H of the deformation has led to an
enhanced mixed formulation p-F -H-J .
The consideration of polyconvex [65] energy functionals has enabled the
definition of generalised entropy functions and associated entropy fluxes [64]
and the definition of suitable conjugate entropy variables v-ΣF -ΣH-ΣJ has
enabled the introduction of a dual system of hyperbolic equations. Crucially,
the new use of a tensor cross product [46, 61] greatly facilitates the algebraic
manipulations of expressions involving the co-factor H .
From the spatial discretisation point of view, the use of a stabilised
Petrov-Galerkin framework [72] is presented in depth for both systems of
hyperbolic equations, that is, when expressed in terms of either conservation
or entropy variables. Finally, a comprehensive list of numerical examples in
two and three dimensions has been presented, in order to benchmark the
results obtained against alternative numerical strategies, including implicit
and explicit time integrators as well as Finite Element and Finite Volume
based discretisations.
In subsequent publications of this series, the authors will build upon the
current work in order to explore three new aspects: first, the consideration of
non-isothermal materials; second, a more sophisticated computational frame-
work to ensure the exact satisfaction of the involutions [76] and, third, the
formulation of the problem in alternative descriptions, namely: Updated La-
grangian, Eulerian and Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian.
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Appendix A.
One of the key elements of the framework proposed is the extension of
the standard vector cross product to define the cross product between second
order tensors and between second order tensors and vectors. This notation
has already been introduced in reference [46, 61] but it is summarised here
for completeness.
The cross product of a spatial vector v and a second order two-point
tensor A to give a second order two-point tensor denoted v A is defined so
that when applied to a general material vector V gives:
(v A)V = v × (AV ); (v A)iI = EijkvjAkI ; i, I = 1, 2, 3 (A.1)
where Eijk denotes the standard third order alternating tensor components,
repeated indices indicate summation and × is the standard vector cross prod-
uct. Similarly, the cross product of a two-point tensor A by a material vector
V to give a second order two-point tensor denoted A V is defined so that
for every material vector W the following relationship applies:
(A V )W = A(V ×W ); (A V )iI = EIJKAiJVK . (A.2)
The cross tensor product of two two-point tensors A and B to give a new
two-point tensor denoted A B is defined so that for any arbitrary vectors
v and V gives:
v · (A B)V = (v A) : (B V ); (A B)iI = EijkEIJKAjJBkK . (A.3)
Finally, the cross vector product of two two-point tensors to give a spatial
vector is also defined by a cross product operation with respect to the first
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indices and a contraction with respect to the second set of indices, so that, 8
v · (A×B) = v ·E : (ABT ) = tr (v (ABT )) ; (A×B)i = EijkAjIBkI .
(A.4)
The following list of properties are given in reference [46]. Note that a is
a scalar, V andW denote material vectors, v and w denote spatial vectors,
I represents identity tensor with Kronecker delta components [I]iI = δiI and
A, B and C are second order two-point tensors:
A B = B A (A.5)
A B = AT BT (A.6)
A (B +C) = A B +A C (A.7)
a (A B) = (aA) B = A (aB) (A.8)
(v ⊗ V ) (w ⊗W ) = (v ×w)⊗ (V ×W ) (A.9)
v (A V ) = (v A) V = v A V (A.10)
A (v ⊗ V ) = −v A V (A.11)
(A B) : C = (B C) : A+ (A C) : B (A.12)
(A B) (V ×W ) = (AV )× (BW ) + (BV )× (AW ) (A.13)
A I = (trA) I −AT (A.14)
I I = 2I (A.15)
(A A) : A = 6 detA (A.16)
CofA =
1
2
A A (A.17)
(AC) (BC) = (A B) (CofC) (A.18)
8Note that the symbol is used when the result of the product is a tensor, whereas
the symbol × is used when the outcome of the product is a vector.
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Box 1. Enumeration of tensor cross products:
[v A] =

 vyAzX − vzAyX vyAzY − vzAyY vyAzZ − vzAyZvzAxX − vxAzX vzAxY − vxAzY vzAxZ − vxAzZ
vxAyX − vyAxX vxAyY − vyAxY vxAyZ − vyAxZ


[A V ] =

 AxY VZ − AxZVY AxZVX − AxXVZ AxXVY − AxY VXAyY VZ − AyZVY AyZVX − AyXVZ AyXVY − AyY VX
AzY VZ − AzZVY AzZVX − AzXVZ AzXVY − AzY VX


[A B] =

 [A B]xX [A B]xY [A B]xZ[A B]yX [A B]yY [A B]yZ
[A B]zX [A B]zY [A B]zZ


[A B]xX = AyYBzZ − AyZBzY + AzZByY − AzYByZ
[A B]xY = AyZBzX − AyXBzZ + AzXByZ − AzZByX
[A B]xZ = AyXBzY − AyYBzX + AzYByX − AzXByY
[A B]yX = AxZBzY − AxYBzZ + AzYBxZ − AzZBxY
[A B]yY = AzZBxX − AzXBxZ + AxXBzZ − AxZBzX
[A B]yZ = AzXBxY − AzYBxX + AxYBzX − AxXBzY
[A B]zX = AxYByZ − AxZByY + AyZBxY − AyYBxZ
[A B]zY = AxZByX − AxXByZ + AyXBxZ − AyZBxX
[A B]zZ = AxXByY − AxYByX + AyYBxX − AyXBxY
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